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(SOME) OPEN QUESTIONS FOR JWST

▸ Do we have the full picture on star-formation at high 
redshift?

▸ Are the rest-UV morphological structures representative 
of the full underlying stellar populations?

▸ Have we found all of the galaxies, or is there a 
quiescent population?

▸ When does reionization start and end, and can galaxies 
contribute all needed ionizing photons? 

▸ What is the true redshift distribution of photometric 
candidates, and what can we learn about their stellar 
populations from spectroscopy? 3. CONSTRAINTS ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF >z 10

GALAXIES TO EARLY REIONIZATION

By using the parameterized model of MD 14 to fit the cosmic
SFR histories and applying a simple analytical model of the
reionization process, we have demonstrated that SFR histories
consistent with the observed r z( )SFR integrated to

= �L L0.001min reproduce the observed Planck τ while
simultaneously matching measures of the IGM neutral fraction
at redshifts 1 1z6 8. As Figure 1 makes apparent, the
parameterized model extends the inferred SFR history to
>z 10, beyond the reach of current observations. Correspond-

ingly, these galaxies supply a non-zero rate of ionizing photons
that enable the Thomson optical depth to slowly increase
beyond ~z 10 (see Figure 2). We can therefore ask whether a
connection exists between r >z( 10)SFR and the observed
value of τ under the assumption that star-forming galaxies
control the reionization process.

Figure 4 shows samples from the likelihood function of our
model parameters given the r z( )SFR and τ empirical constraints
that indicate the mean SFR density rá ñSFR (averaged over

1 1z10 15) as a function of the total Thomson optical depth
τ. The properties rá ñSFR and τ are tightly related, such that the
linear fit

r t» - + - -☉( )M0.344( 0.06) 0.00625 yr Mpc (6)SFR
1 3

provides a good description of their connection (dashed line).
For reference, the likelihood samples shown in Figure 4
indicate the corresponding redshift of instantaneous reioniza-
tion zreion via color coding.
Given that the SFR density is supplied by galaxies that are

luminous in their rest-frame UV, we can also connect the
observed τ to the abundance of star-forming galaxies at 2z 10.
This quantity holds great interest for future studies with JWST,
as the potential discovery and verification of distant galaxies
beyond >z 10 has provided a prime motivation for the
observatory. The 5σ sensitivity of JWST at 2 μm in a =t 104 s
exposure is »m 29.5AB .7 At ~z 10, this sensitivity corre-
sponds to a UV absolute magnitude of » -M 18UV . Extra-
polating the SFR density to >z 10 and using the shape of the
LF at ⩾z 9, we estimate that ~ -N 0.5 arcmin 2 galaxies at
>z 10 will be present at apparent magnitudes of <m 29.5AB

at λ = 2 μm. Deep observations with JWST over ~10 arcmin2

may therefore find25 candidates at >z 10 (see also Behroozi
& Silk 2015). Returning to Figure 1, we can see the impact of
the reduced value of τ by comparing the Planck and WMAP
curves beyond �z 10.

4. DISCUSSION

The lower value of the optical depth τ of Thomson scattering
reported by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2015) strengthens
the likelihood that early star-forming galaxies dominated the
reionization process, as our model can simultaneously match
the observed SFR history (Figure 1) over < <z6 10, the
integrated value of τ (Figure 2), and recent constraints on the
IGM neutral fraction over z ; 6 − 8 (Figure 3).
A state-of-the-art reionization analysis by Choudhury et al.

(2014) used the distribution of Lyα equivalent widths, the IGM
photoionization rate, and the mean free path of ionizing
photons to also conclude that reionization likely completed at
~z 6, with a corresponding t » 0.07 (see also Robertson

et al. 2013). With Planck now favoring t » 0.066 and
informed by a full accounting of available constraints on the
SFR history, we have reached similar conclusions using
different empirical inputs.
Our modeling makes some simplifying assumptions, adopt-

ing a constant escape fraction =f 0.2esc , IGM clumping factor
»C 3, and Lyman continuum production efficiency for early

stellar populations. In Robertson et al. (2013), we examined
these assumptions carefully and tested more complex models,
e.g., with the evolving escape fraction required to match the
IGM photoionization rates at <z 6 (e.g., Becker & Bol-
ton 2013). These assumptions influence the computation of τ
and QHII but do not affect the inferred SFR history in Figure 1.
Our conclusion that 1z 10 galaxies can account for the Planck
τ relies on extrapolating LFs below observed limits and a
higher escape fraction than at a lower redshift. If galaxies are
less efficient ionizers, more >z 10 star formation would be
permitted. However, Robertson et al. (2013) already demon-
strated such an ionizing efficiency is required to maintain a
highly ionized IGM at ~z 7 (Figure 3).
The “excess” value of τ above that provided by galaxies at
<z 10 measures rSFR at >z 10. Equation (6) and the Planck

1σ upper limit on τ provide an upper limit of
r > :1z M( 10) 0.013SFR yr−1 Mpc−3. This provides the first

Figure 3. Measures of the neutrality - Q1 HII of the intergalactic medium as a
function of redshift. Shown are the observational constraints compiled by
Robertson et al. (2013), updated to include recent IGM neutrality estimates
from the observed fraction of Lyα emitting galaxies (Pentericci et al. 2014;
Schenker et al. 2014), constraints from the Lyα of GRB host galaxies
(Chornock et al. 2013), and inferences from dark pixels in Lyα forest
measurements (McGreer et al. 2015). The evolving IGM neutral fraction
computed by the model is also shown (red region is the 68% credibility
interval; white line is the ML model). While these data are not used to constrain
the models, they are nonetheless remarkably consistent. The bottom panel
shows the IGM neutral fraction near the end of the reionization epoch, where
the presented model fails to capture the complexity of the reionization process.
For reference, we also show the corresponding inferences calculated from
Robertson et al. (2013; blue region) and a model forced to reproduce the
WMAP τ (orange region).

7 See http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.
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Figure 5. The pink line is our fiducial photometric redshift (z=6.78). The purple line shows the result if the redshift is forced to be the
spectroscopic value (z=7.452). The blue line shows the result when the redshift is forced to be the lower redshift solution (z=1.59). Upper limit
measurements are indicated by arrows. Measured photometry, after subtracting the contribution from the emission line to the z850 and Y105

bands, is plotted in filled black circles with upper limits for non-detections and open black circles for non-line-subtracted original photometry
values. Horizontal error bars show the width of each filter through which 90% of the flux is transmitted. Colored diamonds are the corresponding
template SED flux for each filter.+ Inset: The PDF from our fiducial photometric redshift fit (pink), where the possible low-redshift solution is
the second minimum in the chi-squared (blue dashed line) and the spectroscopic redshift is shown by the purple vertical line.

increase in the neutral fraction of the IGM (Forero-Romero
et al. 2012; Tilvi et al. 2014). The EWLy↵ measurement
for GS2_1406 is taken by comparing the grism measured
line flux to the J125 flux from the CANDELS photometry.
GS2_1406 has an EW = 137.57±18.51Å, which fits squarely
in the previously missing population of high EWLy↵, high
redshift galaxies as shown in Figure 6.

6. SUMMARY

Using the deepest HST Grism data available we have built
an automated detection method to find emission lines from
CANDELS-GOODS continuum-selected z > 5.5 galaxies.
This data includes 5 separate roll angles to reduce the im-
pact of contamination and we then perform additional reduc-
tion to remove any residual contamination in our spectra. We
searched for >3� emission lines using three different meth-

ods. In the first method, we compare the results for each
galaxy across all roll angles and identify significant lines as
those which are detected at the same wavelength in more than
one roll angle. This method finds 21 emission-line galaxies.
In the second method, we perform a weighted stack of all five
roll angles and then search this spectrum for emission lines,
finding only 3 emission-line galaxies in this method. Third,
we perform a fit to all five roll angles simultaneously, using
a combined �2 value, which finds 54 emission-line galax-
ies. Using only one method we find 64 emission-line galax-
ies, while using two methods finds 12 emission-line galax-
ies. One galaxy is detected using all three methods: FIGS
ID: GS2_1406 also named CANDELS ID: z7_PAR2_2909.

GS2_1406 has a detected an emission line at ⇠1.03µm, a
line flux of 1⇥ 10-17 erg s-1 cm-2, and a line-flux signal-to-
noise of 8.9. We compare this result with broadband photom-
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THIS IS AN INHERENTLY MULTI-WAVELENGTH PROBLEM

▸ While JWST opens up several new observational windows, past and 
future Hubble data have advantages in key areas, including:

▸ Optical (<1μm) imaging probes the rest-frame non-ionizing UV at 
z < 5.

▸ This imaging also probes below the Lyman break at z=4-7.

▸ Vast samples of galaxies at z=3-10 have been discovered with 
Hubble, which will comprise a reference set of early-cycle JWST 
spectroscopic targets.

▸ Only Hubble can probe escaping Lyman continuum radiation at 
z=0-4, answering key questions about reionization.
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1. A FULL VIEW OF STARLIGHT FROM GALAXIES
▸ At z > 3, we currently only have a rest-UV view of galaxies.  This gives us 

wonderful information on the level and extend of their unobscured star-
formation, but we are lacking knowledge of whether older stellar 
populations exist.

▸ Deep imaging at λ > 2μm is needed to probe the rest-frame optical at z 
> 3.  A comparison of the morphologies across rest-UV and optical will 
allow us to better understand the formation of early galaxies.

▸ While Spitzer/IRAC probes 
these wavelengths, the 
resolution does not permit 
us to understand whether 
the rest-optical and rest-UV 
are coincident.
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1. A FULL VIEW OF STARLIGHT FROM GALAXIES
▸ A related topic - much work has gone into measuring the stellar 

mass function at high-redshift, but this is based purely on rest-frame 
UV light at z > 4. 

▸ Combining Hubble optical with 
Webb NIR imaging will not only 
improve stellar mass measurements 
from star-forming galaxies, it will 
allow for us to quantify the 
presence of weakly star-forming yet 
massive galaxies, which would be 
invisible in current Hubble surveys 
(e.g., SMUVS paper).
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▸ While JWST is excellent at detecting the rest-UV and optical emission at z > 7, it cannot probe 
blue enough to reach below the Lyman break.

▸ Hubble imaging at < 1um is necessary for robust photometric selection of distant galaxies.  
We’d like to understand these populations for a number of reasons, but one is to constrain 
the total amount of star formation in the universe at all times.

▸ One reason why all early programs are in well-studied HST fields.  New fields will require 
new blue-optical HST imaging.

2. LYMAN BREAK SELECTION AT Z > 4
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3. ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
▸ Deep JWST imaging surveys will better constrain the total non-ionizing UV emissivity 

from galaxies, and spectroscopic surveys will inform us on the stellar populations, and 
thus the conversion from non-ionizing to ionizing.

▸ The major unknown is the ionizing photon escape fraction.

▸ This can only be done at z ~ 0-3 (perhaps 4) due to the opacity of the IGM, which 
requires deep imaging or spectroscopy at λ < 4000 Å.

▸ Thus, combining Hubble UV observations with JWST imaging and spectroscopic 
surveys can significantly improve our understanding of how reionization was 
completed.
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COS-targeted lensed 
galaxies (poster by Allyssa 
Riley; PI Harry Ferguson)

See also recent programs 

by Anne Jaskot, Brant 
Robertson, among others.



4. EARLY-CYCLE SPECTROSCOPIC TARGETS
▸ One of the early-Webb most impactful results will be spectroscopic studies of high-z 

galaxies.   

▸ While followup of faint Webb-discovered galaxies will be interesting, the most 
astrophysical knowledge will be learned from followup of HST-discovered galaxies, 
which are bright enough for a large number of diagnostic lines to be well-detected.
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SUMMARY
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▸ Previous and future HST imaging and spectroscopic observations are needed to 
complement (and in some cases make possible) some of the key science goals of 
JWST, including: 

▸ Resolved galaxy studies at high redshift* 

▸ Complete stellar mass functions* 

▸ Lyman break selection at z < 10* 

▸ Spectroscopic observations of known galaxies* 

▸ Direct measurements of ionizing photon escape 
fractions. 

▸ *These will all be trialed by the Cosmic Evolution Early 
Release Science program.


